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The First Boundary Value and Eigenvalue
Problems for Degenerate Elliptic Equations, I
By

Kazumasa SUZUKI*
Introduction

The preceding paper [3] referred to the elliptic equation

2J
which is degenerate on the boundary. In this paper we discuss the
first boundary value and eigenvalue problems for the elliptic equations
of the same form which may degenerate in the interior of the
domain. The equations treated in this paper include as their special
type uniformly elliptic equations.
We treat only weak solutions. However, we weaken the restriction on the coefficients. Our method to solve the problems owes
to Sobolev [2], in which we find the boundary value and eigenvalue
problems for the Laplace equation.
In § 1 we arrange some inequalities to be used in the succeeding
sections. Section 2 is devoted to some basic lemmas applied to a
variational method. We solve, by a variational method, the first
boundary value and eigenvalue problems in § 3 and § 4, respectively.
The author wishes to express his sincere thanks to Prof. M.
Hukuhara for his helpful suggestions and constant encouragement.
§ 1. Inequalities
Let O be a bounded domain with definite measure in the mReceived November 21, 1967.
Communicated by M. Hukuhara.
* Gakushuin High School.
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dimensional Euclidean space E. We denote the space of measurable
functions u defined in £1 with

«

\I/P
U\>dV)
<oo
Q
/

by Lp and the space of measurable functions u defined in O with
Halloo = vrai a max \u(x)\ <°°
by Loo.
By Cva we denote the set of infinitely differentiate functions
defined in E with supports strictly contained in O.
When we have

for some function u defined in Q, and for every function ^eC^ we
call Wi the generalized derivative of u with respect to x£ and denote

it by

«.

By W™ we denote the space of functions u measurable in O
and having the first order generalized derivatives also measurable
in O, and for which
m

\ i1/^
+\u\>dv
<-.

As is well known W^ is complete.
We denote the closure of CM in W™ by W£\ For
V
we shall denote by W™ the subset of W™ defined by

First we arrange some lemmas which give some inequalities in
Lemma 1.1.

When m^2y for any u^W^ we have
IMl2m/{«Ci+fO-2) ^Bmr\\VU\\2/(l+r) ,

where 0<r<l and Bmr is some constant not depending on u.
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Proof. Take {^eCL} such that

Obviously we have

(1)

and,

l

£-

\Vuh\dXi

therefore, we have
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From Holder's inequality it follows that
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In a similar way we have

r dx,r dx2-~r \uk\m*m-»dX

J

-00
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Thus we have

(2)
Putting
we get
li%ll 2 m/{mCi + r)-2} ^

ml/. +!^x
r —2

\l/(m-l)
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Since we also get
x

) —2
0

because of

we have
/yyt

\\U\ \2m/{m(l+r)-2}

^ - T,-

T- - 1 1 V«| |2/Cn-r^ •

m(l-hr) — 2

Q.E.D.
Obviously from (1) and (2) follow the following corollaries.
Corollary 1. When m=l, for any u^W^ we have

Corollary 2. When m^2 for any u^W^ we have

Lemma 1.2. For any u^W^ we have

where 0^r<l and Bmr' is some constant not depending on u.
Proof.

In the case m^3 or m=2, r=^0, by Holder's inequality

we have
INI l2/ci+,o ^ (mes O)1/m| \u | 2m /f«a+r)-2j
and therefore we have
INIl2/a+^^S m /|!V^i| 2/Cl+r)

(cf. Lemma 1.1).

In the case m = 2, r=Q, from Corollary 2 to Lemma 1. 1 follows
I \u\ |2/C1+,) ^^r (mes O)1/2| | Vu\ | 2/Cl+r) .
^i

In the case w=l, by Corollary 1 to Lemma 1.1 we have
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Lemma 1. 3. For any u^ W™ we have

f2 1
where 0<^r<min{ — , 1> and pmr(Q<Pmr<l), Bmr" are some constants
(m J
not depending on u.

Proof. In the case m ^ 3 or m = 2, r 4= 0, from Holder's inequality follows
o

u2dV =

«

Q

Q

\*ci+o/2/f
M ^c2-o»

w w+o rf y\

/

VJo

2-a

for every a such that 0<a< - 2 . Putting a = 2~ mr, we have

and therefore we have
mr\\

I||^N
If/I I 2
2

\\2-mr

(cf. Lemma 1.1).
In the case m=2, r=0, by Corollary 2 to Lemma 1. 1 we have

- — (mes 0)1/2| |M| | 2/Cl+rD

In the case m=l, by Corollary 1 to Lemma 1.1 we have
( u2dV= \ u2^+nu2^l^+r^dV
Jo

Jo.

f 1

!

^"dV
-1

-|2r/cn-0

]± (mes n)^-'^| | v«i |2/C1+,, J

^j 2r/(H r)
^TTIAQ OV1"0/2 I
M7,/ll2/a+ r)l!Y77/!l2r/a+r)

{—LJ ^mes iz;

>

*

l!^ll2/(i+r)l!VM|i 2 /(i+r) •
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Lemma 1. 3'. When m^2 for any u^W^ we have

m\^-r,Km-^^Bmr^\\u\^
where O g r < l and pmr'(Q <Pmr'< 1)> Bmrf" are some constants not
depending on u.
Proof. Putting u = u<* in the inequality in Corollary 2 to
Lemma 1. 1, we have

for every a such that a>l.

If we put a = 2 — r, then we get

£

Lemma 1.4. // a subset 91 in W$a+n is bounded in W^/a+r^
<0 }
then SI is relatively compact in L2, where 0 ^ r < m i n < — , 1>.
(m )
Proof. As is well known, SI is relatively compact in Z,2/Cl+r>
Taking a Cauchy sequence {%eSI} such that
\u

_^

,|| .

)

_> 0 (k k' -» oo)

from Lemma 1. 3 follows
\\Uk-uh'\\^Bmr"\\uh-u^fy^
Therefore SI is relatively compact in L2.
Q.E.D.
Next we define some functionals on W^ as follows:

u, v} = \ puvdV,
J&

where u, #
We shall give some inequalities with respect to these functionals.
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Let (Ay) satisfy
O^AC*) 2= &'<£ 2= Ay5?y^AM 2 &2

in « ,

where (&, ••-,£«) is any real vector, p0~1^ L 1/r (r^0) and p1^L00.
Hereafter, when this condition is satisfied we say that (Ay) has the
degeneracy of the r-th degree.
Lemma 1. 5. Assume that (Ay) has the degeneracy of the r-th
degree.
Then for any u^ W^ we have

where 0^r<l (when r=0, we read l/r=oo).
Proof.

From Holder's inequality it follows that

O
U

/i \va+o r TO
.() fe

SA-,

The finiteness of D{u~\ is evident.
Lemma 1. 6. Assume that

m
w til/
w,— ^«
O
v 11if -— «-/ Uf
— mr
00
(w=2, r-0)
1
(w=l)
2m

/^-4-fh
—f— \J I

— (m^3 or m=2,

= 2, r=0)
1
, 1>.
J

^
for any u e FF2

where Cmr is some constant not depending on u.

\
j
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Proof. When m^3 or m=2, r^O, by Holder's inequality we
have
\P\u2dV

|#P[«]|^

(cf. Lemma 1. 1).
When m = l, r=0, we have

(cf. Lemma 1. 2).
When w=l, we have

l^

Ja

IP

^2
(cf. Corollary 1 to Lemma 1.1)

Lemma 1. 6'. Assume that

1 + 6 (G is some positive constant} (m=l)
f —,
2 1.
m I;
Then for any u^ W™ we have

where pm" (0< j ^ m / / <l) and Cm/ are some constants not depending
on u.
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Proof.
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When m^2, by Holders inequality we have
|# P MI=S
p

\P\u*dV

mC2- JO/C2 -f

From Lemma 1. 3' follows

When m=l, we have

(cf. Corollary 1 to Lemma 1.1)
y1-'''^
Lemma 1. 7. Assume that
2m

^3 or w=2,
= 2, r = 0)

)'

and
2m
^3 or w = 2,
(l + r)-2
2
(w = 2, r=0)

where 0^

<p
/or any u^ W™ we have

!(/,«)! ^ll/IWC^iivCw-^lUi^+li^lr,),

Proof. When m^3, or m^2, r^O from Holder's inequality
follows
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(cf. Lemma 1.1).
When w=2, r^O from Schwartz's inequality follows

(cf. Lemma 1.2).
When m = l, by Corollary 1 to Lemma 1. 1 and Holders inequality
we have

§2.

Completion of

Wp

If (Pij) = (pji) has the degeneracy of the r-th degree, the functional \/D[-] pl^ys the part of a norm on W£\ We denote by
DW^ the completion of T^J^ with respect to \/D\/}. For
we define

When u^DW™

2
0^r<min — , 1 , take a corresponding Cauchy

sequence {uk e W^}.
Since D[%— %/] -> 0(^, ^'-> oo), We have
ll«*— Mj/ll^^^-^O^fe'-^oo) (cf. Lemma 1.5 and Lemma 1.2) and
therefore we have \\uk—uk'\\2-*Q (fe, fe'->oo) (cf. Lemma 1.3). Thus
w is identified with some function uf belonging to W^/a+r) fl L2. The
preceding lemmas keep valid for DW™ (or Dpy 21}) in place of W™
(or W?).
^

o

<P

Lemma 2. 1. Assume that (pfj) = (p^) has the degeneracy of the
r-th degree and that
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/
•~r>

('l

=

6 — mr
30 (w = 2, r=0)
1
(m = l)
_

(r4 =

189

^d
2
2m

r2 =

or m = Z,

(w = 2, r=0)

r m=2, (r4=0)

(m=2, r=0)
(m=l)

r is some constant with 0^r<min|—,1}.
lm >
Then we have

-oo< inf
Proof.

From Lemmas 1. 5, 1.6 and 1. 7 follows
inf (D[M] + H9[«] + 2(/, «))< oo .

Again by these lemms we have

where £ is some constant with 0<£<i|^ 0 ~ 1 jir/ 1 r and C is some constant not depending on u.
Lemma 2.2. Assume that (pij:) = (pj,) has the degeneracy of the
r-th degree and that
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(

X
J,

l—£ (£ is some positive constant) (m=l)
f 9

I

r is some constant with 0^r<min< — , 1}.
(m >
Then we have
-oo<inf
»i
where

Proof.

From Lemmas 1. 5 and 1. 6' follows

inf (£>|>] + #7 [M])< oo .
»i
Note that from Young's inequality follows

and that for weSOBj we have
!«|i^Po-1fl'p[
By Lemmas 1. 5 and 1. 6' we have

where £ is some constant with Q<£<(Cmr' pmr"\\p0~^ \l!r\\q\\r^'p«"-" and
C' is some constant not depending on u.
Lemma 2. 3. Under the same assumptions as in Lemma 2. 2, if
we have
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for some we2B1( then we have

where C' is some constant not depending on u.
Proof.

From the the condition of the lemma follows
H,[u]\
1
0
mr'\\q\\r3\\u I? '*-/ ||V«fe;>
r'\

(cf. Lemma 1. 6')

2

\q\ \r3(Pmr"£^.r"\ ! Vu\ | 2/C1 f

where 6 is any positive constant.

rt

Choosing £ so small that

£l/p^"Cmr'pmr"\\q\\r.\\p^U.^~,
^

we have

§ 3. Boundary Value Problem
Consider the boundary value problem for the degenerate elliptic
equation
(3)

<m

Q /

^1* \

2 ^(pij^-)-qu=f
i'j^dXj\ dXi/

inO

with the boundary condition
(4)

u = cp

on 9O ,

where <£>e W£\
We define a weak solution u of this boundary value problem
as follows :
If u^DWp and if for any £^DW^ we have

then we call u weak solution of the problem (3)-(4).
Theorem 3. 1. (Uniqueness). Assume that (p{j} = (p}i) has the
degeneracy of the r-th degree, and that
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or m=2, r=)=0)
2—mr
\
co
(m=2, r=0)
J
1
(w = l)
z^3 or w=2, rH=0)
2
1

(m=2, r=0)
(m = l)

)

z=2, r^O)
<pt=W?>nL,t (r, =

(w=2, r=0)
(m = l)
f 2 1>.
}
where r is some constant with 0^r<minj—,
2
co

the weak solution of (3)-(4) is unique.
Proof. Let u^ and u2 be two weak solutions of (3)-(4). Then
we have for any

Therefore we have
Dfa-u,, £] + #,[«!-«„ r] = 0.
Putting f =u± — u2^DW^\ because of #2^0, we get
/?[«,-«,] = 0.
From Lemmas 1. 2 and 1. 5 follows

Thus u± = u2 almost every where in £L
Theorem 3. 2. (Existence) Under the same assumptions as in
Theorem 3. 1, the problem (3)-(4) has a unique weak solution UQ and
moreover UQ satisfies
D[u0-] + Hg M + 2(/, «0) = inf (D [u\ + H, [«]
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Proof.

By Lemma 2.1

inf (D [u] + Hq [«] + 2(/, «)) = rf
is finite.

Taking a sequence {%eCT^1}} such that
lim (D[«J + ff,[>J + 2(/, «,)) - rf ,
fe->°°

we have
0< li
~

= lim
*,*'-»»

2

-d-d = 0,
2

i.e.,
lim D[^fe — M^] = Hq{uk — uk^\ = 0.
'
Therefore there exists ^eDl/F^ such that

lim Z)[w0 — Uk\ = lim ^[^0 — %] = 0 ,
k-*°°
k-*°°
and thereafter from Lemma 1. 7 follows

*-»~

lim(/, M 0 -Mjfe) - 0.
Thus we have

= lim
fe->o°

Moreover for any £^DW^ and any real number //, we have
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and thereafter
Hence w0 is a weak solution of (3)-(4), which is a unique solution
by Theorem 3. 1.
Example 1. Consider the problem

u = g>

on 311 ,

where

^3 or m=2,
: — mr
oo
(w=2, r=0)

(r. =

r2

2m

'->3

2
1
2m

(m=2, r=0)
(w=l)

(r, =

or m=:

=2, r=0)

{—m2 , 1>.1J
This problem has a unique weak solution.
Example 2. Consider the problem

— qu = f
u = cp

in O ,
on 9O ,
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where

,

'

^

m
^3 or m=2,
/
2—mr
('> = ^o (m=2, r=0)
1 (m=l)
2m
^3 or w=2,

4-

2

(m=2, r=0)

2m

or w=2,
(m==2fr==0)

2 1
and r is some constant with 0^r<min f —,
1).

(m

>

Again this problem has a unique weak solution.
§ 4. Eigenvalue Problem
In this section we treat the eigenvalue problem for the degenerate
elliptic equation

(5)

]

_

A y

_ ^

+ xP« = 0

in O

with the boundary condition

u=0

(6)

on 8n .

When u is a non-trivial weak solution of (5)-(6), we call u and X
a weak eigenf unction and a weak eigenvalue for (5)-(6), respectively.
Theorem 4. 1. (Discreteness) Assume that (p{J) = (pjt) has the
degeneracy of the r-th degree and that
m(2-r)

-

-

1 l + £ (£ «5 some positive constant} (m=T)
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(2

}

where r is some constant with 0^r<min< — , 1>.
(m )
Then the spectrum of the problem (5)-(6), i.e., the totality of the
eigenvalues for (5)-(6) with respective multiplicity, is discrete.
Proof. Suppose on the contrary that we had a sequence of
eigenvalues {Xj such that lim
\n = X0^ oo. Let un be an eigenn->oo
function corresponding to \H.

For any £^DW^ we have

D[un9 ft + H,[uH, ft-\HH[un, ?] = 0.
If x w ^X w / we get
\HHp[un, unr\ = D[un, un'

Therefore we have
HP[un,un^ = 0.
Thus we can construct a system of eigenfunctions corresponding to
{Xw} (we denote it again by {un}} such that
1 (n=iO
u
Then we have

From the
D[wJ + fl,[«J,
and thereafter
it follows that
sequence in L2

boundedness of {X^} results the boundedness of
D[wJ (cf. Lemma 2. 3), ||Vw n || 2 / Cl+r D (cf. Lemma 1. 5),
||^J|2/Cl+,o (cf. Lemma 1.2). Hence from Lemma 1.4
{un} is relatively compact in L2. Taking a Cauchy
from {^w} (we denote it again by {un}), we have

HP[un — uj\ -> 0

(n, nf -* oo) (cf. Lemma 1. 67) .

On the other hand by the selection of {un} we have
^P [«.-«.'] = ffP[«J-2Jffp[«fi, w./1 +ffpCw,,/]= 2>0.
This is a contradiction.
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Theorem 4. 2. (Existence). Under the same assumptions as in
Theorem 4. 1, the eigenvalue problem for (5)-(6) has weak eigenfunctions u19 u29 ••• , un, "• corresponding to weak eigenvalues X 1 ^X 2 ^--^X m ^---, and moreover un satisfies
DluJ + HqluJ = inf
»
where

Proof.

By Lemma 2.2
inf (D
to*

is finite.

Taking some sequence {unk^tDn} such that
lim

we gain the boundedness of D[unk] + Hg[unk], D\unk\ (cf. Lemma 2.3),
llVw^Hz/ci+r) (cf. Lemma 1.5) and thereafter \\unk\\2Kl+r^ (cf. Lemma
1.2). From Lemma 1.4 follows the relative compactness of {unk}.
Taking a Cauchy sequence in L2 from [unk] (we denote it again by
iunk}}> we have
\\m\\unk-unk'\\2 = 0

and thereafter
lim Hp[unk—unf/\

= lim Hq[unk~unk'^\ = 0

(cf. Lemma 1.6'). Therefore for any positive number 8 and for
large k^k0(8) we have

and
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Thus we have

u^ + Hq [^])

-

^Xn + £^X M + £
. ,, ,
<—-— + —— — min^A, w , A , n ^n i

r

or

i.e., we have

Thus we have
/
lim
7 00DE^jk-w^] = lim
A,*
-*k,^-^00 fl^E«»*-w»* ]
= lim Hs>[unk-unk>~] = 0.
ft.jfe^oo

This implies that there exists ^ w eSB M and that ^w satisfies

Moreover for any £"e2BM and any real number //, we have

and therefore we have
Now for any feDW^ 1 ' set

Since
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we have

Hp[un,

= 0.
Example 1. Consider the eigenvalue problem for

0

«= o

in >Q ,

on an ,

where

l + £ (£ is some positive constant} (m—~L)

2 ,1>.
1
and r is some constant with 0^r<minsf —
lm J
This problem has weak eigenvalue and its spectrum is discrete.
Example 2. Consider the eigenvalue problem for

— qu + \pu = 0
M= 0
where

in H ,
on 9H ,
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r3

,
(rt =
1 + 6 (£ is some positive canst ant) (m=l)

2 , 1>.
and r is some constant with 0^r<min{f —

This problem also has weak eigenvalues and its spectrum is
discrete.
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